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ABSTRACT
It is known that exact analytic solutions can be constructed for incompressible magnetic reconnection

in three space dimensions. In the case of an isolated X-point null, there are two types of reconnection
solutions, namely, ““ spine ÏÏ and ““ fan ÏÏ models, which depend on the form of the X-point disturbance.
However, such models cannot describe multiple null ““ separator ÏÏ reconnection, for which there is inde-
pendent observational evidence. Here we show that the spine formalism naturally extends to the case of
multiple null Ðelds. Solutions showing the characteristics of fan, spine, and separator are described, and a
discussion is given of their energy dissipation properties. We demonstrate a family of multiple null, fast
reconnection solutions and point out that the classical Sweet-Parker dissipation rate is the slowest that
can be achieved with the present models.
Subject headings : MHD È Sun: magnetic Ðelds

1. INTRODUCTION

Although magnetic reconnection is recognized as a key
mechanism in the evolution of highly conducting plasmas,
there are many aspects of reconnection theory that remain
poorly developed. A persistent puzzle is accounting for the
rapid magnetic collapse of the solar Ñare (e.g., Parker 1979).
Early Ñare studies were restricted mainly to steady-state
magnetic merging in plasmas containing an isolated neutral
point (Forbes & Priest 1987). This work highlighted the
central role played by magnetic separatricesÈlines and sur-
faces formed by Ðeld lines threading the null. Separatrices
form sites of strong current accumulation and enhanced
ohmic dissipation in the plasma. More recent work involv-
ing multiple nulls (e.g., Lau & Finn 1990 ; Priest & Titov
1996) also suggests that the form of the reconnection may
be determined by the details of the separatrix topology.
Apart from theory, solar observations from Yohkoh
(Demoulin et al. 1996) provide independent evidence of
multiple null ““ separator reconnection.ÏÏ

It is now known that exact analytic solutions for incom-
pressible magnetic reconnection can be constructed in two
and three space dimensions (Craig & Henton 1995 ; Craig &
Fabling 1996 ; Watson & Craig 1997a ; Watson & Craig
1997b). These solutions possess many of the characteristics
required by a ““ fast ÏÏ reconnection mechanism. In particu-
lar, they predict a collapse of the magnetic Ðeld to smaller
and smaller length scales as the plasma resistivity is
reducedÈa collapse that remains uncompromised by the
addition of time-dependent and viscous e†ects (Craig &
Watson 1998). At present such models are restricted to iso-
lated X-point nulls for which the separatrix structure is
particularly simple. In this paper we show that the formal-
ism employed in developing single null models extends
naturally to describe certain classes of multiple null solu-
tions

Consider, for a moment, the separatrix structure of a
single X-point null in three dimensions, as illustrated in
Figure 1. There is an isolated ““ fan ÏÏ plane, which is thread-
ed by a single Ðeld line called the ““ spine ÏÏ curve (in the
nomenclature of Priest & Titov 1996). The null is said to be
positive (negative) if the spine deÐnes a Ðeld line which exits
(enters) the null (compare Greene 1988 and Lau & Finn
1990). Evidently, the form of the reconnection depends

upon how the separatrices are distorted by magnetic dis-
turbances. ““ Spine current reconnection,ÏÏ involving quasi-
cylindrical currents aligned to the spine, is driven by
distortions of the fan (Craig & Fabling 1996). By contrast,
““ fan current reconnection ÏÏ involves displacements of the
spine and leads to a narrow current sheet overlying the fan
surface.

In the case of multiple nulls, the separatrix structure is far
more complicated. An example involving a central null sur-
rounded by three satellite nulls is shown in Figure 2. Apart
from multiple spine curves, individual fan planes can inter-
sect to form ““ separator ÏÏ lines (see Fig. 2a). Kinematic con-
siderations suggest that reconnection can be associated with
the formation of current ribbons on separators. Additional
support is provided by X-ray observations, which show that
bright points may be produced by high-current separatrix
layers (Demoulin et al. 1996). However, unlike spine and fan
models for an isolated null, there is no exact description of
separator reconnection (see Longcope & Cowley 1996 ;
Longcope 1998).

The aim of this paper is to develop reconnection solu-
tions for magnetic Ðelds comprising multiple nulls. One
motivationÈaside from theoretical curiosityÈis to provide
a detailed description of separator reconnection. In contrast
to previous kinematic studies of multiple null reconnection
(e.g., Lau & Finn 1990 ; Priest & Titov 1996), our aim is to
provide a fully self-consistent treatment of the induction
and momentum equations. There is also the possibility that
multiple null solutions (e.g., Parnell 1996 ; Priest 1997)
might allow more favorable energy release scalings than
single null models. In fact, Watson & Craig (1997b) have
already shown that multiple nulls can allow di†erent scal-
ings for the energy dissipation rate.

In ° 2 we present the spine and fan formulation for con-
structing exact reconnection solutions (Craig & Fabling
1996). We point out that, although multiple null points
cannot be accommodated within the fan current formula-
tion, the spine formulation is considerably more Ñexible.
We go on in ° 3 to discuss the general properties of multiple-
null solutions and explore a particular exampleÈthe model
of Figure 2Èinvolving a ring of nulls surrounding a central
neutral point. In ° 4 we show that the multiple null formal-
ism is capable of representing, quantitatively, all the basic
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FIG. 1.ÈSchematic diagram of the separatrix structure of a single posi-
tive null showing both the spine curve and the fan plane.

FIG. 2.ÈTop : Separatrix structure of a background potential Ðeld with
cylindrical symmetry for m\ 3. Bottom : actual Ðeld line structure for the
satellite nulls.

forms of reconnection discussed in the literature. Our con-
clusions are summarized in ° 5.

2. FORMULATION

2.1. MHD Equations
We assume that the plasma is governed by the steady-

state momentum and induction equations for an incom-
pressible, resistive plasma. This system is conveniently
written in the nondimensional form

$ Â (x Â ¿) \ $ Â (J Â B) , (1)

(¿ Æ $)B [ (B Æ $)¿\ g$2B , (2)

where the magnetic and velocity Ðelds satisfy $ Æ B \
and the current density and Ñuid vorticity are$ Æ ¿\ 0,

given by

J \ $ Â B , x\ $ Â ¿ . (3)

We seek solutions for the B and Ðelds inside the unit cube¿
[ 1 ¹ x, y, z¹ 1.

The resistive losses of the plasma provide the only source
of dissipation. In the present formulation the resistivity g is
very small, on the order of 10~12 for the solar corona, and
so the ohmic dissipation rate

Wg \ g
P

J2 dV , (4)

can be signiÐcant only in the presence of steep gradients in
the magnetic Ðeld. A central aim of reconnection theory is
to derive ““ fast ÏÏ solutions, for which scales independent-Wgly of any positive power of the plasma resistivity. It follows
that we are interested only in those solutions that exhibit
increasingly small length scales with reductions in the resis-
tivity.

2.2. Form of the Field and Flow
To determine analytic solutions we exploit the symmetry

in the magnetic and velocity Ðelds. We consider the super-
position

¿(x) \ P ] jQ , B(x) \ jP ] Q , (5)

where j is a constant and P is some suitably chosen global
Ðeld. The ““ background ÏÏ Ðeld P contains no small length
scales. For a given P the disturbance Ðeld Q is determined
by solution of the resistive MHD equations (1)È(2). We
expect the Q-Ðeld to contain small length scales determined
by the level of the plasma resistivity.

In this paper we require that P deÐnes a current-free
equilibrium:

$ Â P \ 0 , $ Æ P \ 0 . (6)

More general ““ splittings ÏÏ of the B and Ðelds are possible,¿
which allow time-dependent viscous solutions to be devel-
oped (Craig & Watson 1998). However, forms (5) and (6) are
sufficient for the present purposes. In particular, equation
(6) admits the prototype isolated X-point solution

P
X

\ a[ixxü ] (1[ i)yyü [ zzü ] . (7)

The parameter a governs the strength of the Ðeld, and i
governs the degree of anisotropy. Note that for 0 ¹ i ¹ 1
the null is oriented so that the spine lies along the z-axis, in
contrast to Craig & Fabling 1996, who align the spine with
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the x-axis. For a [ 0 the null is negative since the spine Ðeld
line, aligned to the z-axis, enters the null.

2.3. Spine and Fan Disturbance Fields
The form of the disturbance Ðeld Q is limited mainly by

the momentum equation. We Ðnd that Q must satisfy

$ Æ Q \ 0 , $ Â [($ Â Q) Â Q]\ 0 . (8)

There are two distinct forms for Q, both involving straight
Ðeld lines, which allow analytic solutions to be developed.
Either Q is dependent only on (the spine axis) z and

Q
F
(z)\ X(z)xü ] Y (z)yü , (9)

or there is the single component form

Q
S
(x, y)\ Z(x, y)zü , (10)

in which the Ðeld amplitude Z(x, y) varies over the fan
surface. These are the fan and spine forms for the dis-
turbance Ðeld Q discussed by Craig & Fabling (1996).

In the following sections we shall consider only the spine
formulation in equation (10). For an isolated null, as given
in equation (7), current accumulation about the neutral
point requires outÑow along the spine axis, that is, a \ 0,
corresponding to a positive null. As far as multiple null
solutions are concerned, it is easy to verify, following
Fabling (1997), that the fan formulation allows only trivial
variants of the isolated X-point null in equation (7). The
spine models incorporate not only fully two-dimensional
disturbance Ðelds but also, in a certain sense, the fan solu-
tions (see ° 4.3). This follows by noting that a single fan
component can be modeled by taking theQ

F
\ X(z)xü

restricted spine form and interchanging the xQ
S
\ Z(x)zü

and z coordinates. Thus general fan models can always be
constructed by the superposition of two one-variable spine
solutions.

2.4. Cartesian Spine Equations
To conÐrm that the spine formulation admits multiple

null solutions we substitute the form in equation (5) into the
induction equation assuming the spine form in equation
(10). The Cartesian components of P(x)\ a(P1, P2, P3)must satisfy

[ P3,zZ] P1Z
x
] P2Z

y
\ g6 (Z

xx
] Z

yy
) ,

P1,z Z\ 0 , P2,z Z\ 0 , (11)

where

g6 \ g
a(1[ j2) , (12)

and subscripted letters indicate partial di†erentiation. The
y- and z-components of the induction equation imply P1\

which together with the x-P1(x, y), P2\ P2(x, y),
component of the induction equation and the chosen dis-
turbance form Z(x, y) imply that must be a linearP3function of z. These conditions along with the constraint
equations (6) yield

P3\ [pz , P1,x ] P2,y\ p , P1,y \ P2,x , (13)

where p is a global constant.
It is easy to see that the x- and y-components of P are not

restricted to linear functions. By taking

P1\ cpx ] H1(x, y) , P2\ (1[ c)py ] H2(x, y) ,

with c constant, we note that equation (13) reduces to
Cauchy-Riemann equations for the conjugate harmonic
pair and This result is exploited in ° 3.2, when weH1 H2.consider the cylindrical coordinate representation of the
spine equation (see eq. [14]).

Finally we mention that the limit p \ 0 has little physical
interest. In this case the disturbance Ðeld Z is advected only
by transverse components of the Ñow. Since Ñow com-
ponents normal to the Ðeld cannot stretch the Ðeld lines and
magnify the Ðeld, there is no possibility of fast resistive
dissipation for p \ 0 (Fabling & Craig 1996). In fact, for an
isolated null located at the origin (given by eq. [7], say), the
physically interesting case is p [ i [ 0 and a negative. The
z-axis then forms a spine curve aligned to the exhaust axis
of the Ñuid. The disturbance Ðeld is independent of distance
along the spine, and the current density,

J(x, y) \ $ Â Q \ Z
y
xü [ Z

x
yü ,

tends to localize in tubular structures around the spine. For
the multiple null solutions dealt with in the analysis to
follow, we can relax these assumptions somewhat and take
p [ 0, a \ 0.

2.5. Spine and Fan Energy-Release Models
It is important to stress that, in the case of an isolated

X-point null (eq. [7]), the energy-release properties of the
spine and fan solutions can be quite di†erent. Energetically
the fan solutions are considerably more favorable for fast
Ñarelike energy release than spine models based on axisym-
metric background Ðelds (as detailed by Craig, Fabling, &
Watson 1997). This is a consequence of the geometry of the
localized current structures that develop on the outÑow
separatrices of the Ñuid. In particular, the slab geometry of
current sheets localized to the fan plane z\ 0 can accumu-
late appreciably more magnetic energy than tubular current
structures aligned to the spine axis (Craig et al. 1997).

In the present formulation only spinelike disturbances
can be used to generate multiple null solutions. Does this
mean that multiple null models constructed in this way are
necessarily unfavorable as energy-release models? This
question is answered in ° 4, where we show that multiple
null solutions obtained via the spine formulation can mani-
fest aspects of fan, spine, and separator reconnection.

3. MULTIPLE NULL SOLUTIONS

3.1. Introduction
To make further progress it is convenient to assume that

the background Ðeld P comprises a central null at the origin
surrounded by satellite nulls in the plane z\ 0. In this way
we can exploit the rotational symmetry of the problem
about the spine axis.

We recall from ° 2.4 that departures from linearity in P
involve the superposition of conjugate harmonic functions
to the Cartesian components and In ° 3.2 we formu-P1 P2.late the general problem but concentrate, for simplicity, on
adding a single nonlinear component to P in ° 3.3. An
analytic argument is then used in ° 3.4 to show that large
currents are expected to localize on the fan planes of the
satellite nulls. However, detailed resistive simulations
suggest that the energy dissipation scalings do not depart
signiÐcantly from the single null spine model. Solutions
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involving more general nonlinear contributions will be
introduced in ° 4.

3.2. Cylindrical Formulation of Multinull Solutions
We replace (x, y) by (r, h) coordinates,

r \ Jx2] y2 , tan (h)\ y
x

,

and set

P \ a[P1(r, h)rü ] P2(r, h)hü [ pzzü ] , Q \ Z(r, h)zü . (14)

The divergence and curl conditions (eq. [6]) on the back-
ground Ðeld now imply

1
r

(rP1)r ]
1
r

P2,h[ p \ 0 , (15)

1
r

(rP2)r [
1
r

P1,h \ 0 . (16)

These equations have solutions of the form

P1\ p
2

r ] ;
k/2

=
k
k
rk~1 cos (kh) ,

P2\ [ ;
k/2

= k
k
rk~1 sin (kh) . (17)

The induction equation reduces to

pZ] P1Z
r
] P2

r
Zh \ g6

C1
r

(rZ
r
)
r
] 1

r2 Zhh
D

, (18)

where is given by equation (12). In the case where andg6 P1are linear in r, we can remove the explicit dependence onP2from the induction equation by letting Itg6 r ] r/ o g6 o1@2.
follows that there exists a universal small length scale r D

in the disturbance Ðeld Z. We conclude that the pres-o g6 o1@2
ence of multiple small scales in Z requires the admission of
nonlinear components in the background Ðeld (see Watson
& Craig 1997b).

3.3. Simple Nonlinear Nulls
Let us consider the contribution of a single nonlinear

component in the summation in equation (17). Taking
p \ 1 the explicit form of P is

P \ a
GCr

2
] krm~1 cos (mh)

D
rü [ krm~1 sin (mh)hü [ zzü

H
.

(19)

In Cartesian coordinates we have that

P \ a
GCx

2
] kRe(wm~1)

D
xü ]

Ay
2

[ kIm(wm~1)
B

yü [ zzü
H

,

w\ x ] iy ,

and so, for m\ 2, the background Ðeld reduces to P \
This is just the X-point Ðeld (eq.a[(12 ] k)x,(12 [ k)y,[ z].

[7]) with p \ 1. Obviously we must take mº 3i \ 12 ] k,
to achieve nonlinear solutions.

As already mentioned, the separatrix structure of the
background Ðeld P provides an indication of the nature of
the reconnection. For nonlinear nulls we can linearize the
Ðeld in the vicinity of each null and determine the resultant

eigenstructure (see the Appendix). In the present case there
is a special null at the origin whose spine extends along the
z-axis and whose fan lies in the plane z\ 0. This central null
has satellite nulls that lie in a ring determined by the equa-
tions

rm~2\
1

2 o k o
, h \ 4

5
6
0
0

2kn/m, k \ 0 ,
(2k ] 1)n/m , k [ 0 ,

z\ 0 ,

as shown in Figure 2. The satellite spines lie in the fan of the
central null ; their fans extend out of the z\ 0 plane and
intersect along the central spine axis x \ y \ 0. Adjacent
nulls on the circle are separated by a radial Ðeld line (Fig.
2a, dashed line) that pierces the central null. Note the
absence of mutual null-null lines for the satellites. A detailed
Ðeld line plot is shown in Figure 2b.

3.4. Singular Ideal Solutions
In the absence of resistivity we expect the induction equa-

tion (18) to contain singularities corresponding to inÐnite
current densities. These are important as potential sites of
current accumulation in the resistive Ñuid. In fact we can
solve the ideal version of the induction equation (g \ 0)
along the azimuthal rays given by h \ kn/m] /. In this
region

sin (mh) ^ ([1)km/ , cos (mh) ^ ([1)k ,

and if we assume r ? (2k)1@(2~m), then the characteristic
equations become

dr
([1)kkrm~1\ [ d/

([1)kkmrm~2/\ [ dZ
Z

. (20)

The characteristics are given by

m \ r/1@m ,

and the ideal solution is

Z\ Z0
C
r
A/
/
c

B1@mD
exp
G ([1)k
k(m[ 2)

r2~m
C
1 [

A/
c

/
B1~2@mDH

,

where we have speciÐed Z(r, The expo-kn/m] /
c
) \Z0(r).nential blows up as /] 0 for odd k if k [ 0, and for even k

if k \ 0. In other words, the singularities only occur along
the half planes that correspond to the fan surfaces of the
outer nulls. To witness the Ðeld localization in practice, we
must specify a positive null, i.e., a \ 0, so that the central
spine forms an outÑow jet. There is, however, inÑow along
the spines of all satellite nulls.

3.5. Resistive Solutions
Because of the complexity of the induction equation (18),

we must use numerical methods to explore the current
build-up in the presence of resistive e†ects. The analytic
problem has an open geometry, but we must assume a Ðnite
region (here we take the unit square) in constructing a
numerical solution. Since the behavior of the solution on
the boundary is unknown, we employ a numerical code that
adopts boundary conditions based on the gross symmetries
of the disturbance Ðeld. In all cases we Ðnd that an interior
solution develops that is insensitive to the exact boundary
values, except in a narrow transition layer close to the walls.
The diagrams given below display only the interior solu-
tion.
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FIG. 3.ÈField and current solutions for the background Ðeld (eq. [19])
with m\ 3 and g \ 0.01. Note how despite the presence of three nulls a
distance along the arms, the majority of current still accumulates atr \ 12the central spine.

Consider the m\ 3 solution discussed above. As shown
in ° 3.4, we expect strong currents to develop on the fan
surfaces of the of the outer nulls. In general we expect (see
° 4.3) intense current structures to be associated with a small
g1@2 length scale (see also ° 3.2). If we specify antisymmetry
across the line y \ 0, a special role is assigned to the satellite
null on the shear line y \ z\ 0. As Figures 3a and 3b indi-
cate, this null ““ attracts ÏÏ more intense current structures
than the two displaced nulls. Even so, the current density is
strongest where the satellite fans meet, that is, along the
spine axis of the central null.

These results are not surprising when we consider the
separatrix structure of Figure 2. The disturbance Ðeld per-
turbs the fan of the central null, and so we expect spine
currents to develop near the origin. The null at the point
x \ 1/(2k), y \ 0 has its spine perpendicular to the shear
axis, and so we anticipate strong fan currents in the region
x \ 0, o y o¹ g1@2. By the same token, the remaining satel-
lites develop somewhat weaker fan currents since their
spines are not perpendicular to the axis of shear.

Although, by systematically varying the resistivity, we
can deduce scaling laws for the current density, we postpone
a detailed discussion of resistive scalings until ° 4. We
simply mention that the extended current structures
brought about by the inclusion of a single ring of satellite

FIG. 4.ÈSchematic diagrams of the Ðve di†erent null topologies attain-
able by varying The small hexagons represent the locations of the nulls,k2.while squares and thick lines represent fan surfaces parallel and perpen-
dicular to the page, respectively.

nulls is not sufficient to compromise the energetically unfa-
vorable spine-current scalings of the single null model. That
is, although both spine and fan currents are present in the
solution, it is the spine current at the origin that dominates
in the limit of small resistivity. Apparently, more complexity
in the Ðeld is required to achieve signiÐcantly new scalings.

4. EXAMPLE OF A COMPLEX MULTINULL MODEL

4.1. Noncircular Symmetric Fields
It appears that the addition of a single higher order term

in the background Ðeld equation (19) does not lead to sig-
niÐcant departures from the resistive scaling laws of the
isolated null spine current model. Here we show that when
the circular symmetry of the background Ðeld is relaxed,
multiple null models can provide a range of solutions
incorporating forms of fan, spine, and separator reconnec-
tion. An interesting feature of these models is the tendency
of the current to be localized to separatrix structures of
Ðnite extent. Of course, currents sheets in single null models
are always unbounded.

Suppose we eliminate the circular symmetry by combin-
ing the m\ 2 and m\ 4 background Ðeld components
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from equation (17). If we take

P1 \ r/2 ] k2 r cos (2h)] k4 r3 cos (4h) ,

P2 \ [ k2 r sin (2h)[ k4 r3 sin (4h) ,

P3 \ [ z , (21)

the Cartesian form of the Ðeld is

P1 \ x
2

] x(k2] k4 x2[ 3k4 y2) ,

P2 \ y
2

] y([k2[ 3k4 x2] k4 y2) ,

P3 \ [ z . (22)

We focus exclusively on the case when this Ðeld mayk4[ 0
contain as many as seven nulls. The parameter thenk4determines an overall scale for the problem, while the
parameter governs the number and structure of the nulls.k2The Ðeld morphology is illustrated in Figure 4.

We note that for there are only three colinearo k2 o[ 1
nulls, speciÐcally, two outer nulls distributed symmetrically
about the central null at the origin. When the twoo k2 o\ 1
outer nulls each undergo a pitchfork bifurcation, generating
an additional four satellite nulls to give a total of seven
nulls. When the two innermost satellite nullso k2 o\ 12

coalesce with the central null (again in a pitchfork
bifurcation) to yield a Ðve null conÐguration ; see the
Appendix for a detailed summary of the eigenstructure.
Note the appearance of separator Ðeld lines joining the
three inner nulls in the seven null case Chang-12 \ o k2 o\ 1.
ing the parameter has no e†ect on the structure ofk4 [ 0
the nulls, but it does control the overall scale of the Ðeld. In
what follows we choose so that the innermost satellitek4nulls always lie at Figure 5 shows detailed Ðeld linex \^12.plots for the three basic forms of background Ðeld in the
plane z\ 0.

4.2. T he Disturbance Field
We consider only the simple case of a disturbance Ðeld

Z(x, y) whose amplitude is independent of x on the outer
boundary. This corresponds to a global shearing of the
background Ðeld across the x-axis. Since exactly the same
results can be recovered by changing the parity of andk2shearing across the y-axis, it is clear that only the modulus
of is essential.k2Figure 6 shows the form of the disturbance Ðeld Z and
the resulting current density for the three, seven, and Ðve
null background Ðelds discussed above. The resistive
scaling of the current density at the central null is shown in
Figure 7. Note that in Figure 7b we see current spikes
forming around the spines of the two outer nulls, which
clearly scale at a faster rate than the current at the central

FIG. 5.ÈDiagrams of the Ðeld line structure in the z\ 0 plane for the Ðrst three di†erent null conÐgurations shown in Fig. 4
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FIG. 6.ÈNumerical solutions of the induction eq. (11) : Ðeld Z(x, y) (left) along with corresponding current (right). Note that the currents are only ever in
planes of constant z since these are perpendicular to the disturbance Ðeld.

null. Although the resistive scalings reÑect the spine and fan
structures of the background Ðeld, there is always a strong
current localization along the x-axis close to the central
null. It is not difficult, as shown below, to predict the
detailed current scalings by assuming that the disturbance
Ðeld has the form Z\ Z(y) in the vicinity of the central null.
These analytic predictions are shown by the dashed lines in
Figure 7.

Finally we emphasize that the disturbance Ðeld has the
following interpretation (Watson & Craig 1998) : For the
case j \ 0 the disturbance Ðeld Z(x, y) is the completezü
solution for the magnetic Ðeld of a nonreconnective annihi-
lation model. If j is set nonzero, then B is formed by super-
posing Z(x, y) with the background Ðeld P to give a fullyzü
reconnective solution. For example, to determine a separa-
tor reconnection model, we should superpose the back-
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FIG. 7.ÈMontage of current magnitude along the x-axis (left), along with the scaling relation at the central null (right). The current plots are for
g \ 0.0005, 0.002, 0.008, 0.032, and 0.128, with smaller values of g generating larger currents. The dashed lines on the scaling plots represent the slope
predicted by equation (23). Note the problem is slightly under resolved in the current plots for g \ 5 Â 10~4.

ground Ðeld shown in Figure 5b with the disturbance Ðeld
given in Figure 6b.

4.3. Analytic Scalings Using Boundary L ayer Analysis
Suppose we assume that Z\ Z(y) close to the central

null. The leading order terms in the Cartesian form of the

induction equation (11) reduce to

g6 Z@@[ (12 [ k2)yZ@[ Z\ 0 , Z\ Z(y) ,

and we recover the presence of a small length scale *y D
If we identify the region y \ *y as a resistive currento g6 o1@2.

layer, we can deduce resistive scaling laws based on a simple
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FIG. 8.ÈSummary of scalings for a range of values. The solid line isk2the scaling law as predicted by equation (23), while the asterisks mark
values obtained by solving equation (11) numerically. The fan, separator,
and spine regimes are separated by vertical dotted lines. Note that we have
““ fast ÏÏ reconnection for k2[[3/2.

boundary layer treatment of the induction equation. In the
following analysis is taken to be negative. Identicalk2results apply for positive provided we take Z] Z(x) andk2,apply the shearing across the y-axis.

In the far Ðeld y ? *y we have that

(k2[ 12)yZ@\ Z ,

and so

Z\ y2@(2k2~1) ,

on taking the normalization Z(1)\ 1. An appropriate inner
solution is simply ZD y, where the amplitude is chosen to
match the outer solution at the edge of the resistive current
layer y ^ *y.

We are interested in the amplitude of the Ðeld and the
current in the region y ¹ *y D g1@2. These scale as

ZD g1@(2k2~1), J D g(3~2k2)@(4k2~2) . (23)

The dashed lines in Figure 7 conÐrm that the predicted
scalings of the current density accord very well with the
numerical solutions.

4.4. Summary of Resistive Scalings
In Figure 8 we summarize the scaling results as function

of the topology parameter Recall that the central nullk2.goes from having a fanlike current structure for o k2 o[ 1
through a separator phase, where a current ribbon is cen-
tered on the intersection of two fans, and Ðnally through a
spinelike current phase when It is a remark-0 \ o k2 o\ 12.able fact that the scalings appear uncompromised by bifur-
cations in the null structure of the background Ðeld.

Which values of correspond to fast reconnection? Wek2can easily check that the dissipation rate

Wg^ gJ2*y D g(2 @ k2 @~3)@(4 @ k2 @`2)
becomes independent of g when and so modelso k2 o\ 3/2,
with are associated only with slow ohmic dissi-o k2 o[ 3/2
pation. In fact, the slow Sweet-Parker scaling isWg D g1@2,
obtained only in the fan current limit More gen-o k2 o] O.
erally, as shown in Figure 8, the region of potentially fast
energy dissipation includes some fan current models, in the

range as well as the totality of separator and1 \ o k2 o\ 3/2,
spine solutions.

Can we claim that multiple null reconnection is more
favorable than single null reconnection? On the basis of the
present results we cannot claim any signiÐcant improve-
ment on the energetic scalings of the isolated fan reconnec-
tion model (see Craig et al. 1997). However, we believe the
multiple null models are more realistic. The magnetic Ðeld
solutions now display a higher degree of complexity, poss-
ibly more typical of the Ðelds in the active corona. The
current structures that develop in the new models are also
better behaved : they are conÐned to localized ribbons and
no longer extend uniformly out to inÐnity, as they do for an
isolated null.

Finally, we mention that the fast resistive scalings of the
present solutions are an artifact of Ñux pile-up in the dis-
turbance Ðeld. Flux pile-up can be avoided (as in the Sweet-
Parker limit but only at the cost of slowo k2 o] O)
dissipation. However, it is now understood that fast dissi-
pation models must saturate nonlinearly depending on the
amplitude of the disturbance Ðeld and the level of the resis-
tivity (Craig & Watson 1998). Nonetheless it appears that
Ñux pile-up solutions are capable of appreciable Ñarelike
energy release at physically plausible levels of the plasma
resistivity (Watson & Craig 1997b ; Craig et al. 1997).

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that a range of three-dimensional,
multiple null, reconnection solutions can be constructed
using the spine formulation of ° 2.3. The essential idea is
that reconnection is associated with the superposition of
Ðnite amplitude disturbances on multiple null equilibria. An
encouraging feature of the analysis is that it conÐrmsÈand
provides a mathematical description forÈmany of the qual-
itative features of magnetic reconnection deduced using
purely kinematic arguments (e.g., Lau & Finn 1990 ; Priest
& Titov 1996). There is also some evidence from X-ray
observations that strong current ribbons localize on the
intersections of fan surfaces and spine and separator lines
(i.e., the quasi-separatrix layers of Demoulin et al. 1996).
The implication is that current sheets, tubes, and ribbons
may provide universal signatures for all forms of magnetic
reconnection.

Perhaps more surprisingly, it is possible to display the
basic ingredients of fan, spine, and separator reconnection
using a simple multiple null model whose morphology is
speciÐed by a single structure parameter The form thek2.reconnection takes depends both on the properties of the
background Ðeld PÈthis comprises a maximum of seven
nulls in the example given in ° 4Èand the symmetries of the
disturbance Ðeld Q \ Z(x, y) We have shown, however,zü .
that by systematically varying the bifurcation parameter k2,
we can construct a continuum of reconnection solutions,
characterized by distinct, analytically predictable, resistive
scaling laws. Solutions in the range corre-0 ¹ o k2 o¹ 3/2
spond to fast dissipation, that is, Notably, the clas-Wg º g0.
sical Sweet-Parker dissipation rate, namely, isWgD g1@2,
recovered only in the limit This rate is formallyo k2 o] O.
the slowest available for the present multiple null solutions.

It should be stressed that we expect our Ðndings to be
largely independent of the idealizations and assumptions we
introduce for analytic tractability. We know, for example,
that our formulation is robust to the inclusion of time-
dependent and viscous e†ects (Craig & Watson 1998).
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Perhaps the most severe requirement is the presence of an
ignorable coordinate in the disturbance Ðeld Z(x, y) Onezü .
way around this is to employ, from the outset, a numerical
treatment of the disturbance Ðeld. Although a numerical

solution will undoubtedly lead to more complex reconnec-
tion models, we believe that it is unlikely to compromise the
role of spines, fans, and separators as regions of current
accumulation in magnetic merging solutions.

APPENDIX

Nulls can be classiÐed according to the geometry of the Ðeld lines threading the neutral point, in other words, in terms of
separatrices isolating topologically distinct regions of magnetic Ñux. We expand the magnetic Ðeld in the neighborhood of a
null point located at according tox0

B
i
(x0] dx) ^ B

i,j(x0)dx
j
,

where is an element of the Jacobian matrix LB/Lx. To lowest order the di†erential Ðeld line equation cdx \ B givesB
i,j Hence we have the eigenvalue equationB

i,j dx
j
^ cdx

i
.

(B
i,j[ cI

ij
)dx

j
\ 0 , (A1)

where is the identity matrix. The eigenvectors determine Ðeld line directions in the vicinity of the null. The eigensystemI
ij

dx
jis generally complex, but the nature of the Ðeld can be used to obtain properties of the eigenvalues. The trace of vanishesB

i,jbecause of the divergence free condition $ Æ B \ 0, and thus the eigenvalues must satisfy

c1] c2] c3\ 0 . (A2)

In the case of a vanishing current, is a symmetric matrix, since and therefore the eigenvalues must also allB
i,j J

i
\ v

ijk
B

k,j, c
ibe real. Note that eigenvalues of like sign are associated with eigenvectors spanning the fan plane.

A1. EIGENSTRUCTURE OF THE SIMPLE MULTINULL CYLINDRICAL FIELD

The background Ðeld given by equation (19) possesses a central null at r \ z\ 0, as well as m satellite nulls lying in a ring
determined by

sin (mh)\ 0 , rm~2\ [ 1
2k cos (mh)

, z\ 0 . (A3)

As sin (mh)\ 0, then cos (mh)\ ^1. Therefore for k [ 0 we require cos (mh) \ [1 and h \ (2j ] 1)n/m, j \ 0, 1, 2, . . . in
order for r to be real. Alternatively, if k \ 0 we require cos (mh) \ 1 and h \ 2jn/m, j \ 0, 1, 2, . . . . The eigenstructure of this
Ðeld, for the case k [ 0, is summarized in Table 1.

A2. EIGENSTRUCTURE OF THE COMBINED MULTINULL BACKGROUND FIELD

For the background Ðeld given in equation (22) with there are nine possible locations for the nulls, given by z\ 0 :k4[ 0,

x \ 0 , y \ 0 ,

x \ 0 , y \ ^
S1 ] 2k2

2k4
,

x \ ^
S[ 1 [ 2k2

2k4
, y \ 0 ,

x \ ^
S1 [ k2

4k4
, y \ ^

S1 ] k2
4k4

.

TABLE 1

THE EIGENSTRUCTURE OF THE MULTIPLE NULL BACKGROUND FIELD

WITH CYLINDRICAL SYMMETRY IN THE VICINITY OF THE NULLS

Location of Null
(r, h, z) Eigenvalues c

i
/a Eigenvectors

(0, 0, 0) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 12, [1 rü , hü , zü
[(2k)1@(2~m), (2j] 1)n/m, 0] . . . . . . 1 [ m/2, m/2, [1 rü , hü , zü

NOTE.ÈThe background Ðeld possesses m satellite positive nulls evenly
distributed about a central negative null located at the origin. Note that
the eigenvalues have been normalized with respect to the Ðeld strength a.
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TABLE 2

THE EIGENSTRUCTURE OF A COMBINED MULTINULL BACKGROUND FIELD

Location of Null
(x, y, z) Eigenvalues c

i
/a Eigenvectors

(0, 0, 0) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 ] k2, 12 [ k2, [1 xü , yü , zü
M0, ^[( [ 1 ] 2k2)/2k4]1@2, 0N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 [ 2k2, [1 ] 2k2, [1 xü , yü , zü
M^[([ 1 [ 2k2)/2k4]1@2, 0, 0N . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . [1 [ 2k2, 2 ] 2k2, [1 xü , yü , zü
M^[(1[ k2)/4k4]1@2, ^[(1] k2)/4k4]1@2, 0N . . . . . . j1, j2, [1 w1, w2, zü

NOTE.ÈThe sign of the primary and secondary nulls depends only on the magnitude of k2.

Note that a maximum of only seven nulls can exist for any Ðxed value of (see Fig. 4). The eigenstructure is summarized ink2Table 2. The fan planes of the nulls given in the last row of the table do not coincide with the coordinate axes. The eigenvalues
and eigenvectors corresponding to these nulls are given by

j1\ 1 ] J1 ] 8(1 [ k22)
2

, j2\ 1 [ J1 ] 8(1[ k22)
2

, w1\ (1, A, 0) , w2\ ( [ A, 1, 0) ,

and

A\k2] J1 ] 8(1[ k22)
^ 3J1 [ k22

.
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